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Chairman Metcalf. Chairman Bradford and Members of the Committee, I am honored
and grateful for your invitation to me to appearbefore you to provide my thoughts to you on the
important subject ofJ.his Hearing on the regulatory review process.
1. 1ntroductow Remarks

B4$bdrQP PEF Professionalism. As a backdropof my remarkslet me personally
attestto you that my experienceas Secretaryof the PennsylvaniaDepartmentof Environmental
Protection showed me that the Department is lucky to have so many dedicated and expert
technical professionals. I went to work every day proud of them, proud to be their Secretary and
constantly impressed by their professionalism. When equipped with the proper background, time
and process to do a technical job, they do a fabulous job. So, I am not here to criticize the many
professionals at the Department, but to address the proper role the Department should play in
policy development and the importance of robust regulatory review and maintenance of our vital
constitutional system of checks and balances.
Bl! I B#ckglQypd TQ;;
. Let me tell you about my
background, qualifications and experience regarding the topic I am here to address. I have been a

licensed and practicing attorney in this Commonwealthsince 1983 specializing in environmental
and energy law, I am former Judge and Chief Judge of the Pennsylvania Environmental Hearing
Board, former candidate for election to the Pennsylvania Supreme Court and former Secretary of
the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection. I have experience both inside
government and in the private sector on matters directly related to the topics of this hearing. I
have experience from the inside as a member of the Executive Branch of government with what
should be the proper and Constitutionally and legislatively established balance of power between
the Executive Branch and the Legislative Branch. I have experience with and am knowledgeable
of the Pennsylvania Constitution and, among other pertinent statutes: (1) the Commonwealth
Documents Law, 45 P.S. $$ 1201, ef seq.; (2) the Commonwealth Attorneys Act, 71 P.S. $$ 732204(b) and 732-201(10); (3) the Regulatory Review Act, 71 P.S. $$ 745. 1-745.12 and (4) the
Administrative Code of 1929 (the "Code"), 71 P.S. $ 5 10-20. I also have experience with and am
knowledgeable of pertinent judicial casesand interpretations on the topic of separation of powers
and the regulatory review process.
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Bia Picture---WhY.I'he Regulatory ProcessM;pLIersAnd Tbe(;E:5A:Ce!!!ex!.
Democratic government must include a system of checks and balances. No branch of
govemment, executive, legislative orjudicial should operate with unchecked power. That is not
only a recipe for injustice but also for making poor public policy. And that is really the issue we
face in the regulatory world.
All govemments operate in a world of complex and competing interests where getting
current facts, balancing interests, and promulgating fair and efficient public policy is a very
difficult task. Government agencies are always operating at an information deficit. Our society,
economy and its many industries are creating new technologies and adapting to new economic
realities at an unprecedentedpace. No government agency is able to stay fully current.
I would direct the Committee's attention with respect to the subject of this hearing to the
proposed DEP pemlit known as the General Permit 5A (GP-5A) and especially to how it is being
promulgated. The GP-5A is exemplary of the problem this Committee is hearing about today.

My pemnttingandregulatorypolicy amt, SilentMajority Strategies,
represents
a companywho
would be subject to this pennit so Ihave intensely studied it both substantively and as a matter of

processfor quitesometime.
Unfortunately, in this particular caseDEP was not equippedwith the background, time
and process necessarybecausethe proper regulatory process was short-circuited. This skipping
over the regulatory process,which is designed to vet out important facts, puts highly qualified
technical professional in an unenviable position. It also can, and would here, have serious
negative consequences.

The GP-5A is a Horsttime ever pre-construction air pemlit that would need to be obtained
before an unconventional natural gas well was drilled. Indeed, the GP-5A would be required to

be in-hand evenbefore a host of preparatory stepsare taken such asroad clearing to even get to a
proposed well site. It would also cover temporary devices such as ofF.road engines which, by the

way, are aheady intensely regulated as to emissions by federal requirements. The duR GP-5A,
which was released in December 20 16, is a major revision and departure aom current DEP air

permitting requirementsand, importantly, it covers substance(air emissionsand temporary air
emissions sources flom and on well pads) that is already robustly regulated by a DEP air quality
requirements as ]wi]] fu]]y exp]ain later.

Here is the result on Day I after this permit is implemented as now written: (1) an
immediate 12 to 18 month moratorium on new and some current Pennsylvania production;
and/or (2) an immediate (within weeksof promulgation) shut-in of Pennsylvania current
production for wells drilled after August 2013. I think every memberof the Committee,and
all of your colleagues in the Legislature, would agree with me that the Pennsylvania Legislature
ought to have some say in a policy decision of whether to immediately tum off and/or seriously

curtail Pennsylvanianatural gasproduction. The far-reaching effmts of this new regulation(and
I use that term intentionally) isprlmalacle evidence that the GP-5A should be subject to a
thorough independent legislative and executive review.
SpeciHtcally,as the infomlation deficit issue relates to the current GP-5A General Pemlit,
a broader regulatory review that incorporates not only the many interests at stake, but also highlevel outside expertise would be able to address several significant public policy problems
including: (1) Are the proposed regulations technically feasible and are the proposals cognizant

of current industry practices?;(2) Will the new more restrictive methanecontrol regulations truly
reduce such emissions or will the regulations would merely export emissions to other states and
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foreign countries; and (3) is enhancedregulation of the unconventional natural gas industry the
best, most efHcient way to reduce methaneemissions?
The unconventional natural gas industry has provided extensive comments on the
technical issues.

DEP has in another proceeding,that one in front of the Commonwealth Court, (See
Section 111herein), that "export" of emissions or "methane leakage" will happen when states do

what DEP is attempting to do here,i.e., try to regulate methanethemselveson a state-by-state
basis. But that question was compartmentalized out of consideration in the GP-5A DEP process
The fact of the matter is that hydrocarbons are found in abundance throughout the world.
Restricting extraction in Pennsylvaniadoesnot ensurethat emissions will fall and, in fact, DEP
saidto the Commonwealth Court that they will rise. As air emissions are not geographically
contained, a methane control strategy that simply transfers hydrocarbons production to other
political jurisdictions would be a failure and the DEP has said as much to the Commonwealth
Court
Over the past year, the Permian Basin in Texas and the Haynesville-Bossier Basin in
Louisiana and Texas have been found to contain much more natural gas product that previously
estimated and production has increased significantly. Large natural gas projects have come

online in Australia and in the Middle East.
There is no evidence that the Department engaged in any economic analysis to determine
if the increased costs associated with the GP-5A would result in the migration of production to
these basins. This is a critical flaw in the development of the GP-5A -- and BQ!one that is the
fault of the Department, but rather the fault of a system it used here that fails to conduct a

rigorous review process.
The third issue, "is enhancedregu]ation of the unconventional natural gas industry the
best, most efHcient way to reduce methane emissions?" is also significant.
Methane emissions arise 6om many sources including landfills, agricultural operations
and from leaks in both retail distribution systems and abandoned conventional wells. News

reports have indicated that the retail distribution systems for natural gashave a significant leak
problem, with the government-.owned Philadelphia Gas Works (PGW) among the worst. These
leaks are not only an issue in general methane emissions, but also impose an economic cost to
consumers and create localized safety hazards.

The problem of leaksfrom old, abandonedconventionalwells may be a far worse
problem. According to a StanfordUniversity cited in the Pf//s6urgh Post -Gaze/fe(November,
16, 20 16), these old, abandoned conventional wells may be responsible for 5-8% of all humancausedmethane emissions. Further, such abandoned wells can also leak liquids into watersheds
and create localized safety hazards.
Aggressively addressing retail distribution system leaks and abandoned,conventional
well leaks are not just excellent opportunities for the control of methaneleaks and additional
environmental, economic and safety beneHlts,such a policy is not subject to the problem of
exporting pollution.
I suggest that a robust, rigorous regulatory review process here would have prioritized
abandonedconventional wells and retail distribution leaks if there were really a serious intention
to deal with reducing methane emissions.
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Also, there are several public policy considerations that pertain to the regulation of
unconventional natural gas extraction beyond the technical expertise of the professionals at DEP

that should be part of the larger decision-makingprocess. For example, a signiHlcantreduction in
natural gas exploration and production would result in higher unemployment,reduced royalty
payments and possibly more use of dirtier fuels. Such economic costs and other impacts yield
significant negative public health impacts and other negative social implications. Suppression of
natural gas production in Pennsylvania may result in rising production and revenue outside the
United States. Foreign hydrocarbon production is not only done without environmental
regulation like we have in the United Statesit is also dominated by authoritarian regimes
responsible for human rights violations that oren work against American interests.
These disparate policy issues must and should be considered as part of the decisionmaking process. But the abovevital issuesare beyond the expertise of the professionalsin the
Department. Only vla the regulatory review process, as envisioned by the Pennsylvania
Constitution, and the Pennsylvania regulatory review statutes can these important public policy
issues can hope to be reconciled in the most efHlcaciously. I will discuss in more detail in Section
IV. certain other specific policy de6lciencies.

The GP-5A is "Regulation-by-Permit" Which is Illegal. Also, especially important
for the Committee's topic today is that the GP-5A, which did not go through the statutorilv
establishedregulatory orocess.creates:(1) binding requirements obligatory for the DEP to
impose; (2) binding duties and obligations on permlttees; and (3) an obligatory system regarding
well drilling operations that sets forth conditions precedent and requirements in order to be able
to operatea well drilling operationin Pennsylvania.This is regulation-by-permitand

Pennsylvanialaw disallowsthat.
Conclusion of Introductory Remarks. The failure to follow the Constitutionaland
mandated statutory process for promulgating regulations is demonstrable in this case as I will

describemore fully. This failure is not simply a "technicality". The regulatoryreview process
establishedby the myriad of laws that I will discuss, and that are the subject of this Hearing,
fulHllls the very important public policy goals in a democracy that I have already discussed. The
process is aimed at preventing not only law by Executive flat, but it is also designed to gather and

vet all the relevant infomlation to allows policy makersto makeinfomled and intelligent policy
choices on important issuesbeing fully informed and based on a full factual record. There is an
important reason that changesin the environmental regulatory framework, especially of such a
substantive,binding and sweepingnature at the GP-5A are supposedto go thorough statutorily
mandated public regulatory process. Clearly that did not happen here. Just as clearly, there are

many questionsthat needto be answeredbefore existing air quality rules relating to well pad sites
should be summarily scrapped,especially by mere Executive flat. The process, or more
accurately the lack of processhere, is not defensible.

11. . The GP-5A is. Regulation-By-PermitAnd. As Such.A Violation of Separationof
Powers And IUezal IJnder Statutes Established To Govern The Regulatory Processi

a.

The GP-5A is A Regulation.And Cannot Be Unilaterally Imposed Outside
the Legal Reeulatow ProcessEstablished By The Legislature

1 1 addresshere primarily the legal deficiencies related to the end run around the statutorily
required regulatory promulgation process. There are other issues with the GP-5A that leave it legally
vulnemble as well but lwill leave those points to others and/or for another day.
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There is no doubt, in my opinion, that the GP-5A is a "regulation" as that tent is defined
in the Commonwealth Documents Law, other relevant Pennsylvania laws and as interpreted by
Pennsylvania courts. As such, it was required to have gone through the regulatory process
createdby the law of this Commonwealth. Circumvention of that process, as is being done here
with the unilateral imposition of the GP-5A outside that process, is not only violative of the
Separationof Powers doctrine of the Pennsylvania Constitution it is also illegal under existing
statutory law and interpretation of that law by our courts. This infimnty is especially obvious in
that the GP-5A is a brand new General Pemlit.
A "regulation" is deHlnedin the Commonwealth Documents Law as

any rule or regulation, or order in the nature of a rule or
regulation, promulgated by an agency under statutory authority
in the administration of any statute administered by or relating to
the agency, or prescribing the practice or procedure before such
agency.
45 P.S. $1 102(12)
There is considerable case law that addresseswhat types of agency actions are considered

"regulations". Most of the casesfocuson the differencesbetweena "regulation",which is
subject to the statutory procedural requirementsto create a regulation, and a "statement of
policy", which is not. Such casestypically analyzewhether a purported"statementof policy" is,
in rea]ity, a "regu]ation" in disguise. Sge,.S:g. Borough of Bedford v. ])EP, 972 A.2d 53 (Pa.
Commw. 2009). A "statement of policy" is defined as:

any document, except an adjudication or a regulation,
promulgated by an agency which sets forth substantive or
procedural personal or property rights, privileges, immunities,
duties, liabilities or obligations of the public or any part thereof.
and includes, without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
any document interpreting or implementing any act of Assembly
enforced or administered by such agency.
45 P.S. $1 102(13) (emphasis added)
Put simply, the primary difference between a "regulation" and a "statement of policy" is
that a "regulation" is binding on an agency, and a "statement of policy" is not. SSg Belpilgltd
BgdBld;, 972 A.2d at 64. Rather, a statementof policy expresseswhat the agency hopes to
implement in future rulemakings or adjudications, but has no immediate effect. Seg Pennsvjvania
, 374 A.2d

671 (Pa. 1977).

Pennsylvaniacourts have long used the "binding norm" test to determinewhether an agency
action is a "regulation" or a "statement of policy" under the Administrative Code. "Binding
noms" means "that the agency is bound by the statementuntil the agency repeals it, and if the
statementis binding on the agency,it is a regulation." INQld$!eWn,supra (gatheringcases);Sgg
al$QBoroughof Bedford,supra.
The relevant question, then, is whether the conditions and requirements set forth in GP5A constitute "binding norms" so as to render them "regulations" subject to the procedural
requirements set forth in the (1) Commonwealth Documents Law, (2) the Commonwealth
Attomeys Act, (3) the Administrative Code of 1929; and (3) the Regulatory Review Act. It seems

more than apparentthat the GP-5A fits the bill for being a regulation and, thus, subjectto the
regulatory process in order to create it.
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A key judicial case here is
Company. 591A.2d ll 68 (Pa. Conlmw. lilt: 1991), app9a!.flQ!!isd,6QfL:A:2£L54.!.(1921). At issue

in that casewas the DEP practice of placing standardboilerplate permit conditions in all coal
mining pemlits. The CommonwealthCourt upheld an EnvironmentalHearing Board order
invalidating 15 standard conditions in the permits, reasoning that the standard conditions
contained within those pemiits are tantamount to "regulations" which should have been sul8ect
the CommonwealthDocumentsLaw.
In ]!Uglpn..b41n!!!g,
a group of coal mine operators were issuedoperating pemlits that
contained "standard permit conditions" relating to subsidence control, mapping requirements, and

other permit requirements. The coal mine permlttees appealedthe permits, arguing that the
standard conditions contained therein were actually "regulations" because they constituted
binding rules of generalapplicability and future effect and, as such, were invalid becausethey
were not promulgated in accordance with the Commonwealth Documents Law. The court
applied the "binding norm" rule and found that the standardconditions in the permits amounted
to regulations. The court reasoned that:

The DER [via their standardconditions]set]] forth a
co/nprehensfve system regarding mining

operations which

play\des conditions precedent in order to mine coat in
Pe/zlzsy/va/zfa. These conditions . .. have a sfgn€#can/ f/npacf on

the Coal Mine Operators.... Applying the binding nomstest to
these conditions,

the DER is attempting

state-wide policyjor

to implement

a u/zfHorm

certain aspects ofmine operations. 'l:nherenl

in a statewide policy is that the regulations will necessarily be
binding on the agency, and none of the agency's personnel will
have any discretion to vary those teens and conditions. In the

instant case, becausethe DER ministerially applied the
conditions to all forty-six permits and the regulations were
generic in nature and not at all related to facts, the DER intended

the conditions to be binding on the agency a/zd no/ze of I/s
employeesto have any discretion in applying the conditions tn
any individual case. Consequently, we find that the standard
conditions meet the binding norm test and are regulations,and
the DER failed to promulgate the standard conditions in
accordancewith the Commonwealth Documents Law.
Rushton Mining, 591 A.2d at 1174 (emphasis added)

The dictatesof B!!$1llp!!..b4j!!j!!gapply here, namely, the GP-5A "pemnt" is a regulation
and/or the conditions

in the GP-5A

pemlit

are "regulations"

because they

(1) foml

a

comprehensive state-wide regulatory system (2) of conditions precedent for the development of
the oil and gas industry that (3) tami a uniform state-wide policy for certain aspects of oil and gas

developmentwhich, given its generic and state-widereach,(4) provide no discretion to DEP
employees as to whether or not the conditions in GP-5A are applicable to a particular case.

b

DEP is [eea[!vprohibited under.]he o]ain terms of the Pennsv]vaniaAir
Pollution Control Act (APCA) from creating a new lire: onstr f!!Q a.
General Permit 5A except "by regulation"

DEP appearsto be relying on Section6.1(f) of the PennsylvaniaAir Pollution Control
Act (APCA) as its purportedauthority to createthe new GP-5A outsideof the legally mandated
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regulatoryprocess. But the plain terms of the APCA specifically say that the Departmentmay
only create a general plan approval "b)Cfggl1laljen". Section 6.1(f) says:
(f) The department may b)I.!gg!!!gljen estab]ish a genera] p]an approval and a
general permit program. After the program is established, the department may
grant general plan approval or a general peanut for any category of stationary air
contamination source if the department determines that the sources in such
category are similar in nature and can be adequately regulated using standardized
specifications and conditions. Any applicant proposing to use a general plan
approval or general pennit shall notify the department and receive written
approval prior to the proposed use. The department shall take action on a

notification within thirty (30) days.
35 P.S. $ 4006.1(f) (emphasis added)

So to the extent anyonecould possibly argue, albeit wrongly, that the GP-5A is not a
"regulation" pursuant to a Bl!$!en,.:b4jnj!!g analysis, the APCA itself says it is a regulation.
Moreover, the GP-5A is even more on all fours with being a regulation becauseit is a brand new

first-time General Permit. Here DEP did not use the statutorily mandatedregulation processso
the GP-5A right now is fruit of the poisonous tree.
C

(;E:SA is in violation of the CQHOQDwealthDocumentsLaw (CDL)

Because GP-5A is a "regulation", it is subject to the Commonwealth Documents Law.
The Commonwealth Documents Law sets forth a well-established procedure for promulgating an

administrative regulation. More fully, the requirements for an agency promulgating a regulation
include,ialgLalb, (1) providing notice to the public of its intent to promulgate,amendor repeal
an administrative regulation; (2) accepting, reviewing and considering written comments
regarding the proposed regu]ation; (3) obtaining legal approval of the proposed regulation (with
the Department of Justice); and (4) depositing the text of the regulation with the Legislative
Reference Bureau for publication in the Pgnn$XIXa!!ia..B!!11flia. Ss9 Sections 201, 202, 205 and
207 of the Commonwealth Documents Law, 45 P.S. 68 ] 20] , .1.2Q2,.!2(D, and !2QZ.
The public policy behind these provisions should not be understated or overlooked. In

Rl!$!!!Q!!..b4inlnS,
the CommonwealthCourt underscoredthe important purposesunderlying the
Commonwealth
DocumentsLaw, stating:
The process by which regulations are issued provides an
important safeguard for potentially affected parties against the
unwise or improper exercise of discretionary administrative
power. This process, which includes public notice of a proposed

rule, making a requestfor written commentsby any interested
party, giving due consideration to such comments, and holding
hearings as appropriate, affords the affected parties a democratic
process for participation in the formulation of standardswhich

governtheir conductand increases
the likelihoodof

administrative responsiveness to their needs and concerns.
Moreover, it gives the administrative agency facts and
information relevant to the proposed rule, as well as opens up the
agency to alternatives, detrimental effects, criticism and advice,
thereby contributing to the soundnessof the proposed regulation.

Not only is soundregulationpromotedby this process,but it
increases the likelihood of administrative responsiveness to the
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needs and concerns of those affected, because it promotes
acquiescencein the result, even when the objections of those
aHected remain the same as to substance.
591 A.2d at 1171 (citations omitted).

While DEP is going through a public notice and commentperiod on the GP-5A, DEP
seemsintent on not submitting the GP-5A to the "Department of Justice"(presumably now the
Attomey General) for approval as to legality and then to the Legislative Reference Bureau. Thus,

DEP has run afoul of the provisions of the CDL. As the GP-5A is a regulation then this failure is
a violation of the Separationof Powers Doctrine on the basic level and the Commonwealth
Documents Law on the particular level. SS9 :Bete!!gb..ef.Bsdblid, 972 A.2d at 62(citing :A1419:
Sew: Councils of Pennsylvania v. Larson, 474 A.2d 404, 405 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1984)).
d.

GP-5Ais in violationof theCommonwealthAttornevf:Af!

In addition to the Commonwealth DocumentsLaw, DEP must also obtain the approval of
the Attomey General and the OfHce of GeneralCounsel for a proposedregulation's form and
legality. SgQ!3e£9149b,.ef.BSdbd,972 A.2d at 62. Specifically, the Commonwealth Attomeys
Act provides that:

The Attorney General shall review for form and legality, all
proposed rules and regulations

of Commonwealth

agencies

h(:Harethey are deposited with the Legislative Reference Bureau

as required by section207 of the act of July 31, 1968(P.L. 769,
No. 240), known as the "CommonwealthDocumentsLaw." if
the Attomey General determinesthat a rule or regulation is in
improper form, not statutorily authorized or unconstitutional, he

shall notify in writing within 30 days acer submission
the
agency affected, the Office of General Counsel, and the General

Assembly through the ofBtcesof the Secretaryof the Senateand
the Chief Clerk of the Houseof Representativesof the reasons
for the detemunation.
71 P.S. $ 732-204(b) (emphasis added); $9g..gl$9 71 P.S. $ 732-301(10) (similarly requiring

review by and approval flom the OfHce of the General Counsel as to the form and legality of all
proposed rules and regulations before they are deposited with the Legislative Reference Bureau).
DEP seemsintent on not submitting the GP-5A to the Attomey General's Office or to the
Office of the Chief(l=ounsel for review and approval as to 6oim and legality prior to being sent to

the Legislative ReferenceBureau for publication. Again, an intentional decision by DEP to
bypassthe CommonwealthDocuments Law and other applicable laws on this subject. As the GP5A is a regulation then this failure is a violation of the Separation of Powers Doctrine on the basic
level and the CommonwealthAttorneys Act on the particular level. Sse !3pfe!!gulp!:.Bsdlblid,972

A.2d at 62 (citing Auto. Serv. Councilsof Pennsvlvailiay. !:a!$QD,474 A.2d 404, 405 (Pa.
Commw. Ct. 1984)).
e.

GP-5A is in violation of the Reeulatorv Review Act

In addition to submitting a regulation to the Ingislative ReferenceBureau(as required by
the Commonwealth Documents Law) and to the OfHces of the Attorney General and General
Counsel(as required by the Commonwealth Attomeys Act), the Regulatory Review Act requires
that an agency's proposed regulation must also undergo legislative scrutiny.
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Specifically, Section 5 of the Regulatory Review Act requires the agency to submit its
proposed regulation to the appropriate committees in the Senateand House of Representatives.
71 P.S. $ 745.5. The Act further mandatespublic notice and a public comment period and

requires that the regulation obtain the approval of the IndependentRegulatory Review
Comnussion. Id.
DEP is intent on not submitting the GP-5A to the appropriate standing committees in the
Senate and House of Representatives, or the Independent Regulatory Review Commission. As
the GP-5A is a regulationthen this failure is a violation of the Separationof PowersDoctrine on
the basic level and the Regulatory Review Act on the particular level. SfS BQfQllgb..Qf.Bedford,

972 A.2d at 62 (citing Auto. Serv. Councils of Pennsylvania v. Larson, 474 A.2d 404, 405 (Pa.
Commw. Ct. 1984)).

f.

GP-5A is in violation of the Administrative Code of 1929

In addition to the above, environmentalregulationsmust also comply with the
Administrative Code of 1929 (the "Code").

71 P.S. $ 510-20. The Code vests sole power to
enact environmentalregulations in the Environmental Quality Board ("EQB"). It is the EQB, and

the EQB only, that promulgatesregulationsfor the DEP. The DEP is nQ! empoweredto
promulgate regulations, but rather is charged with enforcing and implementing environmental

statutesand regulations. Sgf Befpxlglup£.!3sdbld, 972 A.2d at 62; DEP v. N. American
Bflla£!gfigf.fe:,

79 I A.2d 46 1, 46 I (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2002). In particular, the Code states:
(b) The Environmental Quality Board shall have the power and
its duties shall be to formulate, adopt and promulgate such rules
and regulations asmay be determined by the board for the proper
performance of the work of the department, and such rules and
regulations, when made by the board, shall become the rules and
regulations
of
the
department.
(c) The board shall continue to exercise any power to formulate,
adopt and promulgate rules and regulations, heretofore vested in

the several persons, departments, boards and commissions set
forth in section 1901(a) of this act, and any such rules and

regulationspromulgatedprior to the effectivedate of this act
shall be the rules and regulations of the Departmentof
Environmental Resources until such time as they are modified or

repealedby theEnvironmentalQuality Board.
71 P.S. $ 510-20(b) and (c)

DEP did not go through the EQB in promulgating the GP-5A. Rather, the public notice
published in the PgDD$ylyg!!ja
13ulatin makes clear that "ltlhe Dewar/men/of Enviro/amen/a/
Pro/ec/fon proposesa new General Plan Approval. ..". (emphasisadded). As the GP-5A is a
regulation then this failure is a violation of the Separationof Powers Doctrine on the basic level
and the Administrative Code of 1929 on the particular level. Ssg Bgfpligb,.ef.Bfdlbld,

972 A.2d

at 62 (citing A.uto.Serv. Counci!&!)fJ?gnnsyb'qnia;ty;.Larson,
474 A.2d 404, 405 (Pa. Commw.

ct

1984))

[11. ])EP is On The Record Te]]infCQmHQDw€a]th

Court Just Lastyeat.That

State-Bv=

StateEfforts To RegulateGHG Are Illegal. As Well As Futile And CounteroroductiveTo
Boot
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Significantly, the DEP itself recently told the Commonwealth Court that state-by-state
forays into regulating GHGs, which of course includes methane--andthat is exactly what DEP
says that the GP-5A is--are not only futile and actually counterproductive, but also thev are
j11Sga!. In .Ih/zk v. Comma/zwea/r#, 144 A.3d 228 (Pa. Commw. 2016) the petitioner argued that
Pennsylvaniawas obligated to implement a GHG control regulatory strategy. Here's what the
DEP told the Commonwealth Court:
". ..the Department's position [is] that a state-by-state approach to force
states to develop a patchwork of regulatory programs !a.Bela..!QgaE

yiablZ.$p!!a!!ennor is it an elective regulatory solution. The most
effective approach to reducing GHG emissions must be more broadly
based on a national and international level. . ."
Preliminary Objections of the Govemor, et al., in .Ih/zk v Commonwea/r#,No. 467 M.D. 2015
(Pa. Commw.), filed January 11, 2016 (emphasis added).
As can be seen,DEP also told the Commonwealth Court that such efforts were futile, I.e.,
"lnot] an effective regulatory solution". DEP further elucidated on this point in its filing to the
CommonwealthCourt as follows:
". ..C02 emissions are transient and global in nature. The ability of any
single state jurisdiction to achieve and maintain satisfactory air quality is
hampered by the steady stream of transported interstate and global
eimssions. . .''

DEP actually went fiKther; it explained to the Commonwealth Court that a stateapproach
to GHG regu]ationwould actua]]ybe worse thanuse]ess--jflb£Qu]d
actua]]v ncrease(]HG
emissions. The culprit is "carbon leakage" and it explained the phenomenonthis way to the

Commonwealth
Court:
Carbon leakage is defined as the increase in C02 emissions outside the

country, or in this casethe state,taking domestic mitigation action divided
by the reduction in emissions of these otherjurisdictions. An increase in
local fossil fuel prices resulting, for example, 6om mitigation policies
may lead to the re-allocation of production to regions with less stringent
mitigation rules (or with no rules at all) leading to higher emissions in
those regions and therefore to carbon leakage. For instance. . .a business
[may] leave]] Pennsylvania, becauseof a more stringent C02 regulatory
regime, only to reestablishin a bordering state that has no C02 regulatory
regime and continues to emit C02 at an unregulated rate.
/a. This description fits GP-5A to a tee. DEP actually bragged that the methane regulation
outlined in the GP-5A would be "best in class" meaning more stringent than federal law and more
stringent than any other state law. The result--and this is according to DEP--is that:(1)
businessesleave Pennsylvania; and(2) methane emissions gg112.

lv. Particular Additional Policy DeficienciesOf the GP-5A
a. Category 38 is Not An !Elem
Program
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As I mentioned before, the Department already has a robust regulatory program regarding

temporary sources and emissions at well pad sites. The program is known as the Category 38
Program. While some refer to this as an "exemption" from air pemutting, that is a misnomer.
Category 38 is not an "exemption" in that an exemption implies a "free pass" flom regulation.
Category 38 does not provide an exemption, but rather substitutes a signiHlcantnumber of
regulations that specifically and appropriatelyapply to the extraction of natural gas.
Those requirements include, among other things: (1) limited availability of Category 38
treatmentto sites that would emit less then combined2.7 tons of VOCs on a 12-monthrolling
basis and combined nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions flom the station internal combustion engines

at wells and wellheads less than 100 poundsAour, 1,000 lbs/day, 2.75 tons per ozone seasonand
6.6 tons per year on a 12-month rolling basis; (2) copious information submission requirements to
demonstrate applicability; and (3) documentation within 180 days of production to demonstrate
qualification for applicability of Category38 treatment; and (4) performanceof leak detection
and repair (LDAR) program within 60 days after a well is put into production and annual
monitoring thereaRer; and (5) limits on flaring activities.
Stakeholdersand the general public should not harbor the mistaken belief that the wellpad extraction process is somehow unregulated, or benefits from lenient treatment under current
regulations, when, in fact, extraction of hydrocarbons is subject to significant regulatory
oversight, including but not limited to emissions control.
b.

DEP alas Never Provided Any Rationale For This Regulatory Change

It appearsthat DEP first announcedan intention to eliminate the Category38 program
and replace it with a new pre-construction permit in the January 20 16 Penney/va/zfaFramework

of ,4c/fans.fbr ,4/e/baneRedux/ionsFrom The O// and Gas .Sec/or. The decision to remove
Category38 and the reasonsfor doing so were not previously subject to public input or discussion
and have not been since then.

Moreover, The Framework did not explain any rationale for this proposal. There was not
then, nor is there today, any suggestion that the Category 38 program, which has been in place
since 20 11, is ineffective or results in excess emissions or any threat to the environment or public

health. The new proposed GP-5A therefore conflicts with current procedures for no apparent
reason

c.

According To DEP And Independent Reviewers. The Exj$ting Category.,38

ProgramWorks.Well And Already MjnimizesEmissionsFrom Well Sites
STRONGER (State Review of Oil and Natural Gas Environmental Regulations),the non
profit, multi-stakeholder organization that independently reviews state oil and gas regulatory
programs, in its 2015 Ah Quality State Review Report gave high marks to Pennsylvania's
regulatory program providing speciHlcpraise of the Category 38 program in a separatefinding in

its Report. STRONGER said,
"Pennsylvania was the first state to implement leak detection and repair (LDAR)
program for natural gas operations using standardizedpermit conditions. In
addition, the DEP is commendedfor developing conditional pemut exemption
criteria and general permit programs, including the Category No. 38 conditional
exemption criteria and GP-5, becausetheseprograms require measuresto reduce
VOC, HAP, and methane leakage flom sources located at natural gas well sites."

(STRONGER
2015ReportFinding10.3.2)
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DEP further said this in praise of the Category 38 program to STRONGER in
2015,

"On well pads, leak detection and repair must be conducted annually and include
the entire we]] pad, not just the natural gas liquids tanks and piping as required by
the EPA for the oil and gas sector. Going above what is required by EPA2, any
detected leaks on well pads in Pennsylvania are also required to be repaired
within 15 days. Failure to comply with any criteria associatedwith the operation
of a well pad may result in the requirement for that operator to ceaseoperations."

Also, DEP did not in the Framework,or anytime since,provide any qualitative or
quantitative estimate of what, if any, net methaneemissions reductions would be achieved over
the extant Category 38 program by moving to a pre-construction pembt process.

In fact, DEP said to STRONGER aspart of the 2015 review processthat the current
Category 38 program, with LDAR, already "
"
(emphasis added). With respect specifically to methane emissions, DEP told STRONGER,
"As the first state in the country to require comprehensive leak detection and
repair program at natural gas operations, although implemented differently than
other states, we continue to regulate methane as stringently and effectively as any

other statein the nation."
Importantly, the lack of substantive quantification for what, if any, net emissions
reductions would be achievedin return for the added administrative burden on both DEP and the
regulatedcommunity continuesto this day. In fact, it is my understandingthat DEP has yet to
define its public policy goal(s) for this major regulatory change.
The process of "rush to judgment" to remove Category 38 and replace it with any GP-5A
is problematic Hom a transparencyand public input perspective. In addition, the internal during
of the GP-5A has been done in a closed-door process and it is only now that the drab is being
releasedfor comments.

d.

The Unintended Consequenceso

As discussed above in Section IH, DEP has already told another branch of Pennsylvania

Government(i.e., CommonwealthCourt) that the imposition of state-by-stateGHG programs,

which is exactlywhat it saysthe GP-5Ais, is at best futile or, morelikely, would actually
increasemethane emissions via carbon leakage.

There is substantial reason to believe that DEP has not fully thought through the
implications and unintendedconsequences
of such a pre-constructionwell-pad permit and the
technical comments will, presumably, elaborate on that. But, up Boat, it seemslike a classic
"Catch-22" problem. In short, a pre-construction pemlit will be needed to develop a well-pad but

drilling data will be neededto developa pre-constructionpemut application. This will make
permitting itself a very difHcult task for DEP.

In this regard, the use of a pre-constructionpermitting regime may have the perverse
result of increasing emissions over the use of the Category 38 program. It may be that one way to

2 This was, of course,while 0000a was being formulated but before 0000a becameeffective
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solve "Catch-22"problem is to front-loademissionsand equipmentestimates. That will
incentivizethe building of larger facilities than are necessarywith the accompanyinglarger

emissions.

e.
A P!$ CQp$! PWgQPP$!pj!
Regulations Without Justification

VQyld BQ )llQTQ StFjpgQDLThan Federal

Another issueto consider is that it appearsfrom DEP's public statementsthat its clear
intent is to impose vla GP-5A regime a regulatory program that will be more stringent than
federal regulations, to wit, the brand new EPA 0000a regulations. It is my understandingthat
statementshave been made to the effect that the DEP approachwill be a "national leader" and
"best-in-class" in addressingGHG emissions. As mentioned, the Category 38 program already is
"best-in-class." Also as mentioned, there is no support for the assertion that the move to replace
Category 38 with a pre-construction permit will reduce net emissions whatsoever. But these
assertions do show that the program being contemplated is intended to be more stringent than the
federal 0000a regulations.
Pennsylvania law takes a dim view of state regulations being more stringent than federal
regulations. Section 4.2 of the Pennsylvania Air Pollution Control Act (AIPCA) (relating to
ambient air quality standards) specifically prohibits the Environmental Quality Board from
imposing limitations that are more stringent than federal law without making a specific binding
that such a provision is necessaryunder four limited circumstancesand the EQB is prohibited
outright from adopting any ambient air quality standardfor any speciHlcpollutant that is more
stringent than the standard applicable under federal law. By exceeding federal law without
quantifiable benefit, the legality of GP-5A would be subject to challenge.

Likewise, Section 6.6 of the APCA, relating to hazardousair pollutants, prohibits the
EQB from establishing a more stringent performance or emission standard except DEP may do so
in very limited circumstances and when it does the Department is required to follow very specific
notice and comment requirements as follows:

"rDEP] shall provide an explanationand rationale for such standardsor
requirementsand provide for public review and commentson plan approvals,
operatingpemlits, guidelines and regulationswhich contain health risk-based
emission standards or operating practice requirements. Standards or requirements
adopted pursuant to this subsection shall be developed using an analysis which,

among other factors, considers, where appropriate for a source or source
category, the criteha set forth in section 112(f)(1) of the Clean Air Act in
assessingthe proposed risk to the public health, welfare and the environment
from the source.
Again, violation of the principles of Section6.6 would leave the legality of GP-5A would be
subjectto challenge.
Currently, Senate Bill 1327 is pending before the Environmental Resourcesand Energy

Committee. SB 1327 would specifically prohibit Pennsylvaniaflom imposing pemlit or plan
approval conditions for methane that are more stringent than those promulgated by the EPA for

new sources,i.e., 0000a. Also, SB 1327 would invite the EQB to incorporateby reference
methanecontrol techniques and guidelines developed by the federal EPA if the EQB Rindsthat
those control techniquesare reasonably necessaryto achieve and maintain compliance with the
requirements of the ozone transport region under the Clean Air Act.
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Also, the very recently effective 0000a

rules, which are discussed in the next section,

factor in here. Part of that regulatory process involved an intense examination of industry
practices. Accordingly, there is no basis and no factual support for DEP to promulgate a more
stringent program.

f.

Exes

Controlling Emissions
There are strong reasons to support the fact that 0000a is quite sufHcient here to cover
the field and to avoid imposing more state specific regulations where, as here, DEP has not shown
any additive environmental benefit in terms of reduced emissions. Tbe 0000a regulations

already imposea significant emissionscontrol program--featuring, among other things, LDAR
requirements--at significant costs. EPA estimated that compliance costs to the industry of the

brand new 0000a regulations will be: (1) $250,000,000in industry-wide capital costs of
compliance by 2020; (2) $360,000,000in industry-wide capital cost by 2025; (3) $390,000,000 in
annualized engineering costs by 2020; and (4) $640,000,000 annualized engineering costs by
2025. EPA also pointed out that the largest portion of these costs would be associatedwith the
new requirementsfor methanecontrol at well sites, [.e., completion requirementsand LDAR
program implementation costs. LDAR programs are expected to account for the largest portion

of the increasedengineeringcosts.
g.

Another issue to consider is DEP's admission and its assertion, repeated many times, that
it is understaffed. Adding another pemlitting review undertaking now comes at a particularly
inopportune time. Lack of stafHng is likely to impede approval of fully legal and compliant
applications.

Former Secretary Quigley has testified to members of the Legislature in both budget
testimony and in a Joint Hearing before the SenateMajority Policy and SenateDemocratic Policy
Committees that the Agency is now "hollowed out" and that
"DEP has lost 14% of its compliment over the last 10 years, compared to a state
government average of a 6% decrease in the same time span. We have 671

fewer positions then it did 7 years agcF--over440 of those being inspection and
pemutting stan."
TestimonyofSecretary Quigley before the SenateMajority Policy and SenateDemocratic Policy
Commfrrees, April 1 1, 2016.

DEP hasalso pointed out in other contexts that the EPA has found in particular that DEP
air staffing levels are inadequate. ]n a November2015 EPA Technical SystemAudit on air
quality monitoring(attachedwith this correspondence),EPA detemlinedthat the Department's
Air Quality Monitoring Division is "severely understaffed" constituting a Major Finding which
equatesto "nonconfonnanceof high importancewhich is unacceptableand must be remedied"
This Report notes that the Department lacks adequateresources both in personnel and finding,
and that EPA auditors found "signiHjcant concerns with]the Department's] field staff shortage."

All of this would show that any guaranteeof a 30-day review time for GP-5A permits is
highly unlikely to occurin practice. In fact, the dataon DEP's review of the ESCGP-2permit, a
generalpermit as well, demonstratesthat DEP is unlikely to be able to keep to a 30-clayreview
period for GP-5As. The ESCGP-5 should have about a 15-day review time at DEP. However,
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data shows that average review and issuance times as of now are running in some cases as high as

186 days with pending times running as high as 219 days. Even the bestrunning times for review
and issuance are between 40 and 49 days with permits still under review running at between 96
and 128 days.

The currentsituationwith GP-5 air permits is likewise. For the time frame between
January 1, 2015 and April 1, 2016 there were a total of 108 applications with only 80 issued. The

averagepermit review and issuancetime was 49 days. There were 23 such pemlits pending in
that time frame with the average pending time for those applications of 1 16 days.

At the end of the day there is no reason to believe that if a new pre-constructionair
permit were put into place that it would not fall into the same chronic review and approval delay
pattems that have plagued the ESCGP-2 general pemlit program and the GP-5 air pemlit
program. This wi]] adversely impact responsible extraction in Pennsylvania with no
environmentalbenefit.
This leads to numerous problems and unintended consequencesthat have not been fully

analyzed both in the RIGID
operationally and in other forums. If permits are not approved in a
timely manner and leasesexpire, such delays could constitute an unlawful taking, subjecting the
Commonwealthto suit from landowners. Besidesthe coststo the Commonwealthof defending
such suits, the end result could be not only financial penalties,but the Court imposing policy
upon DEP
Conclusion

[ hope that you and others wi]] consider my comments. ] thank Chaimian Metca]f.
Chairman Bradford and all Members of the Committee for the opportunity to addressyou.

Respectfully Submitted,

Michael L Krancer
Mike Krancer
Principal and Co-Founder
Silent Majority Strategies ($Mf
mkrancer(8silentmaioritvstrateaies.com
215-880-5644
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